Interneuronal and motor patterns during crawling behavior of semi-intact leeches.
Semi-intact tethered preparations were used to characterize neuronal activity patterns in midbody ganglia of the medicinal leech during crawling. Extra- and intracellular recordings were obtained from identified interneurons and from motor neurons of the longitudinal and circular muscles during crawling episodes. Coordinated activities of nine excitatory and inhibitory motor neurons of the longitudinal and circular muscles were recorded during the appropriate phases of crawling. Thus, during crawling, the leech uses motor output components known to contribute to other types of behavior, such as swimming or the shortening/local bending reflex. Interneurons with identified functions in these other types of behavior exhibit membrane potential oscillations that are in phase with the behavior pattern. Therefore, the recruitment of neuronal network elements during several types of behavior occurs not only at the motor neuron level but also involves interneurons. This applies even to some interneurons that were previously thought to have dedicated functions (such as cells 204 and 208 and the S cell). The function of neuronal circuitries in producing different types of behavior with a limited number of neurons is discussed.